
Hi All. I’m Arden, GSR Committee Chair.

A few hours ago, via email, the GSRC was asked to make our Committee’s Annual Report to
the GSB today, as part of the GSB Inc. Annual Report. At the 2018 WSC the GSR Committee
was voted to be “interdependent with and autonomous from” the GSB, and we are not a GSB
Committee. In light of the GSR Committee’s position in the UA Service Structure, the GSRC’s
Annual Report seems possibly inappropriate to be included in the GSB, Inc. Annual Report.

That being said, the Annual Report from the GSRC was made at the December, 2019 GSB
meeting.  Likewise, the GSRC Annual plan was made in our report at the January, 2020 GSB
meeting.  I will email this month’s report and the other two to Jack to include in the March
Minutes.

This is the summary of the GSRC Meeting on March 22, 2020:

There were 29 GSRs present, and one member-at-large.

The Fundraising Information Subcommittee (FISC) has developed a 7-page Packet on
fundraising suggestions for GSRs to take to their Groups.

The Co-Webmasters’ report showed the tabs or pages of the mock-up of the GSRC website. It
will not be published or go live until the GSRC votes to approve it and the hosting site.

The Phone and Tech Committee Vice-Chair, Heidi, gave a report on the progress that has been
made by the PTC to publish for the Fellowship video and slide instructional materials on the use
of the Dashboard.

The most important part of my abbreviated report relates to UA meetings and updating the
Calendars.

During the past several months of GSRC meetings, it has been reported that there is a lag time
of four to six weeks from the time a form is submitted on the UA website until it reaches the two
Calendar Keepers.  When it reaches them, the information is uploaded within 24 hours.

It was suggested that the information from Groups as posted in the website forms go directly to
the Calendar Keepers, who could update the information fast. However, since 2019, the
Face-to-Face meetings and Events Calendars have not been aligned with the Google Calendar.
Therefore, they have not been updated by the Calendar Keepers, but must be manually
changed on the UA website by an appointed individual. Currently and historically, this person
has been a GSB member.



The Face-to-Face Meetings and Events Calendars could be synched to the Google Calendar,
which then can be updated in the same manner as the Phone Meeting Calendar by the
Calendar Keepers.

To ensure new meetings are in alignment with the UA Traditions, new meeting requests can be
forwarded by the Calendar Keepers to the Phone and Tech Committee for review and approval.
All other updates can be efficiently handled by the Calendar Keepers.

There are GSRs on the Committee who are available to assist in this matter.  If you are
interested in this offer, please contact the GSRC and we will forward your inquiry to those
GSRs.

As a follow-through about our large UA Iranian Fellowship, one UA Sponsor who is also a GSR,
reported that he gave a 2-hour workshop last month to 350 Iranians, with a translator, which
was requested by the Intergroup Representative and other Iranian GSRs. The feedback was “it
was great! Very happy!”  They continue to request UA literature.

The GSRC supports the US, UK, Iranian and other global UA Fellowships by providing a place
in which to share concerns and needs, and to do our best to take actions on their behalf.

As we all know, we are stronger when united as a community. The priority is to maintain a
spiritual connection to our Higher Power, to take actions to support the Newcomer and each
other in our recovery together.  As I told the GSR Committee, please shine your light into the
world as needed, be well and stay well.

Thank you.


